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Vision Anywhere saves the day

When the N3 connection failed on a busy morning in 
a surgery in Solihull, the surgery had two options – 

consult ‘blind’ or use Vision Anywhere to access patient 
information and upcoming appointments. 

Using Vision Anywhere the practice was 
able to keep all appointments and run 
clinics scheduled for that day, have access to 
current patient data including allergies and 
medications and consult as normal.

One of the GPs at the practice said “Due to a 
failure to our N3 connection yesterday, I used 
it to do a whole surgery and overall it was 
very successful. It was very helpful in what 
was an urgent situation.”

Why use Vision Anywhere?
Vision Anywhere provides 24/7 access to your patient 
records on the device of your choice, wherever you are 
seeing patients. Perfect for mobile working, you can view 
appointments, search for patients, browse a medical 
record, add clinical notes and prescribe medications during 
a consultation. All of this is possible even when there’s no 
internet connection.

• Patient at a glance - display a summary that has all the most important information for a patient.
• Make sense of the day ahead - display an overview of your day with a focus on what’s next.
• At my fingertips - quick ways of finding a patient and entering clinical data.
• Shaping clinical data - spot trends in clinical data across different sections of the patient record. Features:
• View appointments and patient records even when your device is offline.
• Browse and explore complete patient records.
• Add new encounters and clinical notes.
• Prescribe medications.
• Search for patients quickly and more efficiently using type-to-search 
       (a function that provides suggestions or auto-completes queries.)
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Vision Anywhere update 

Want to know more?
For more information please visit www.inps.co.uk/vision-anywhere or email sales@inps.co.uk 

A new update for Vision Anywhere makes it even easier to work with 
patient records away from the practice. Available now, highlights 
include safer prescribing and quicker prescriptions.

What’s new?
For iOS and Windows 8.1 and Windows 7:
• Safer prescribing when using the Prescribing Decision Support function.
• A clearer interface that makes it quicker to reissue and reauthorise repeat prescriptions. The warnings are easier 

to read and refer to, making prescribing faster. (Requires Vision DLM 485 in the practice).

For Windows 8.1 and Windows 7:
• A new shorthand notation that makes it easier to record common observations. You no longer need to worry 

about codes for observations, just type the value and the predictive engine will help you enter the data quickly.
• New data entry forms for new record entry types – the first step on a path to structured clinical data entry.
• Easier to find the clinical terms you want with improved search results. Expect intuitive searching with this up to 

date search tool.


